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INTRODUCTION
Uz:'ban road netwo:I:'ks a.I'e complex anti ties and major road
projects can have substantial impacts on travel thl:'oughout

the network,
Traffic models have recognised this fal: a long
time, but the economic evaluation of road projects may be at
a much more simplistic level, despite the basis in theory
being well-established
Estimates of benefit levels are
likely
to
be
erroneous,
not
necessaIily
because
of
deficiencies in the travel and traffic models but because
outcomes are wrongly assessed or relevant outcomes are not
included .
This papeI outlines the economic theory for, and cu:rrent
practice of, economic evaluation of uI'ban I'oad projects and
attempts to develop a methodology to bridge the gap between
them,

BACKGROUND TO ROAD PROJECT EVALUATION
Consumers respond to changes in price by altering patterns
of demand. This occurs both for changes in the price of any
specific commodity and for changes in the price<s) of other
commodity<ies); the demand impacts will be exhibited by the
product the price of which has changed and by other
products ..
MicI'o-economic lite:rature is replete with the relevant
technical te:r:rns:
own-p:r:'ice elasticity, cross-elasticity,
income
effect and
substitution effect"
Even
casual
observation of daily behaviour shows the validity of these
concepts"
Why, then, is there little reference to demand elasticity in
the application of economics to r01d p:r:'oject evaluation?
Why are demand forecasts often presented apparently with no
consideI'ation of the concept of elasticity?
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of the answer lies in the magnitude of the impacts,
may be relatively smalL
Demand elasticities, other
being equal, will tend to be greater:

For own-pr'ice elasticity I
where expenditux'e on
the item
p.roportion of disposable income;

in the case of luxuries
rathez' than necessities"

is

(optional

a

higher

purchases)

FOI: Cl:'oss-elastici ty f in the case of close substitutes
and, in the opposite direction, close complements"
changes in pr'ice (oz:' "generalised cost", in the case of
transport) will have no significant impact on demand, it is
to
adopt
simple
methods
for
evaluation,
on demand being the same in both the base and
cases.
If that assumption is not reasonable, such
methodologies can lead to substantial er:rors,

road p:roject evaluation, the methods adopted appear to
the following view of demand elasticities:
There is a high deg:ree of substitutability between
altez'native routes within a developed netwoI:'k, such
that improvements to one route <reduction in usex'
gene:r'alised cost)
will bring about a
significant
redist:ribution of traffic between routes which serve
the same trips,
This is reflected in the effor't put
into the development of traffic assignment models .
There is a very much smaller degree of substitutability
between trips (ie alternative origin-destination paiL's)
and between modes..
This is the 'territory' of the
strategic travel demand model"

The.z:'e is no qene::t::'ation of additional trips with a
This is usually described in
::t::'eduction in use::t::' cost.
terms of all trips being "committed" .'
importaQce of these implicit assumptions lies in
I,ifferences
in
the
econom~c
evaluation
methodology
ppropriate in various cases,
If a project has no impact on
rip-making behaviou:r, other than on the route by which a
:rip is made, the gross benefit from any t:r'ip can be assumed
o be unaffected,
Hence,
benefits from the p:roject can be
;!asured solely in te::t::ms of the change in the resource cost
E trips,
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Once substitution of origins, destinations 0:[' modes is
allowed, howeveI', it is no longer appropriate to adopt so
simplistic an approach, since the gz:'oss benefit to the use:r
may be very different from that of the original trip.
Generation of new tI'ips el:'sates a totally new area of
benefit, some of which has to be offset by the benefit

foregone from any activity no longsz: undertaken
All too often, however, the potential significance of the
impacts on user benefits is overlooked"
This may have
to
do with engineers' preferences for precisely quantifiable
measures, such as reSOUl:'ce costs, over what may be seen as
rather
nebulous
concepts
such
as
consumer
surplus.

Economists, on the other hand are more likely to accept the
dictum that "there is more to be said for rough estimates of
the precise concept than precise estimates of economically
irrelevant concepts" (Mishan, 1971a)"
It is not proposed to
discuss why consumer surplus should
be inco:rporated in evaluations
(for which,
see Mishan
(1971b, chs 7 and 8»,
I t is worth noting, however, that
even ":r'esoul:ces" only have value because of a "willingness
to pay" in the market place.
Consumer surplus is simply a
willingness to pay which is not skimmed off by the market;
it is nonetheless real for not being captured by the market,
Similar arguments ax'e cent:t'al to the valuation of accident
reduction consequences (Wigan, 1989; Ker, 1980)"

EVALUATION ECONOMICS
The economic theory basis fOl:' evaluation of road projects
with network effects is set out in McIntosh & Quarmby
(1970).
The
problems
associated
with
inappropriate
specification of evaluation methodology are discussed by
Neuburger (1971),
Whilst there have been some refinements
in principle since then (Jara-Diaz and Farah, 1988), the
Neuburger paper is still the authoritative work.
The components of benefit estimation ax'e:
1.,

Change in

2.

Change in the surplus transferred to other parts of the
(through
taxation
and
other
transfer
conununity
payments) .

cons~er

surplus"

Figure I illustrates the simple case of a change in price
(wher'e b is the generalised behavioural cost of travel),
This also shows (n) the part of generalised cost which does
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not represent consumption of resources (and is transferred
to the rest of the community by means of taxes), the total
of which (nq) must be added as a 'non-resource coZ'zection'
to the consumer surplus to provide a complete measure of
benefits,

Figure 2 illustrates the more usual case of comparing two
projects which have different supply (cost) functions,
In
this case, both b (the generalised behavioural cost of
travel) and n (the non-resource cost component)
az'e
different in the two cases (one of which may be the 'donothing case)"
User benefits (of project 2 compared with
project 1) are the sum of:

*

# (q1 + q2)

(bl - b2)/2, which is the change in consumer

surplus; and
# n2q2 -

nlql, which is the non-reSOurce cost correction.,

Given that n == b - r (where .t' is the unit reSQuz'ce cost),
the benefit calculation can be reformulated as:

Cql + q2> (bl - b2)/2 + (q2b2 - glbl) - (g2r2 -qlrl),

[1]

COST

COST
1/ -"-'--

Consumers' surplUS

Total

Non - resource

Surplus

correCtion

+•

Demand

Curve

q'
IGURE 1

q

q, q,

TRIPS

DEMAND CURVE
AND SURPLUS

Jurce (Figs land 2):

FIGURE 2

COMPARISON OF
ALTERNATIVES

McIntosh and Quarmby (1970)
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This formulation is simple to calculate and contains three
readily understandable measures"
It may be read as:
a)

inc:I:'ease in consume.t' SUI:plus,

PLUS
b)

increase in pax'ceived costs to use.rs,
MINUS

c)

incz'ease in resource costs"

Items (a) and Cb> I:'epresent the gx'oss increase in value
received by tI:'avellers I as rneasuI'ed by behavioural costs"
Item (C) represents the J:'ea1 cost of achieving that inc:rease

in value.

In the limiting case, where there is no change in

travel behaviour I other than
route choice,
resalvas down to the change in resource cost.,

the

formula

It is important to note that there are two distinct meaSUl:'es
of cost in the estimation of benefits.
One is the cost
perceived by users, on the basis of which they make
decisions about whethex' or not to travel, and which are,
therefore, related to the benefits they derive from that
travel.
The second is the.real resource cost of travel"
NEITHER is the full market cost of that travel, unless users
perceive all costs of travel, which is known not to be the
case for urban p:rivate car travel" Full maz'ket cost is only
relevant in the calculation of a taxation correction (see
below) .
In practice, a single value of time is adopted foz nonbusiness travel for evaluation purposes, rather than the
true
behavioural
value,
on
the
grounds
that
public
investment should not be biased towazds those who, because
of higher incomes, put a higher value on theiz:' time.,
The
concept of behavioural cost is, hence, different in economic
evaluation from that used in demand prediction, where
individual values should be used,
This formula assumes a lineaz' demand function,
which will
almost always over-estimate the user benefits (Neuburger,
1971), since demand curves are usually convex to the OJ::'igin ..
Whilst it is possible to develop maze accurate estimates,
given a knowledge of the demand function (Jara -Diaz and
Farah, 1988), any error will be relatively small for most
project evaluations.
Usel:' Perception of Costs
TheI'e has been debate, over many years, about the level of
Because of
cost-recovery from road users Wgden, 1988).
car
users,
higheI
relative
cost-recovery levels
from
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compared with heavy commercial vehicles!
it has been
concluded that current road evaluation procedures favouI:'
projects with larger heavy vehicle tr'affic components (Ker,
1988 )

Another factor, however, is the extent of user perception of
Two, sometimes conflicting, processes may be at
costs .
work:
in
vehicle
because of

*

Ma,rket
pz:ices
for materials
consumed
operation exceed their resource costs,
taxation.

*

Users may not perceive all costs in making decisions
about travel.

In general terms, if the perceived cost is lower than the
resource cost, travel demand will be higher than optimal and
project benefits will be over-stated,
This is exacerbated
for urban projects by:

*

The greater importance of exteI'nal costs

*

The higher demand elasticity for car travel resulting
fx'om the greater availability of a.lternatives, most
notably public transpor't.

The
pez:ceived
cost
of
urban
private
car
travel
is
significantly less than the real resource cost <DGT, 1982,
P19).
The perceived cost may consist of fuel cost and all
or part of any parking charge (McIntosh and Quarmby, 1970,
Annexe C). The cost of time is also perceived by users"

Leaving aside parking costs, the estimated relationships of
perceived costs to .resource costs for vaz:'ious road usez:'
groups are shown in Table 1..
These values do not include
externalities
in
the
resource
costs
and,
theI'efore,
overstate the perception of full economic costs"
Whilst the elasticity of demand for caX' travel in general is
low r because of actual or perceived constraints (Socialdata
1987) and lack of suitable alternatives, the impact of
under-perception of costs by private car users may be
significant where road and public transport are highlycompetitive,
The most important instance of this would be
in the case of z:'oads providing access to the central city,
where
conventional
economic
evaluation
will
show
a
consistent bias in favour of roads and against public
transport .. This bias is in addition to that which is usually
recognised on the basis of externalities only"
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TABLE 1.

PERCEIVED COST: RESOURCE C?~r RATIOS
FOR URBAN TRAVEL

March 1985
Private Car

0,58

Business Car
Light Commercial
Heavy Commercial

0,89 to L03

Weighted Mean

June 1988
0,56

(bl

b

0 .. 88 to LOS( l

L07

L10

1.10

1,12

0 . 91

0,92

(a)

Cost includes value of time

(bl

Depending upon assumptions on perception of non-fuel
operating costs.. High value used for weighted mean,

Taxation Correction
The Mclntosh and Quaz:mby foxmulation includes a non-:resource

correction, which is based on the fact that some part of the
cost percei.ved by users does not reflect consumption of
:reSQurces, but is additional su.rplus transferred usually to

the conununity as a whole through taxation"
A

fUI:'ther

expenditure
formerly

correction is
required
if
t,he
on transport is changed, since

(or subsequently)

total

use!:

expenditure

in other sectors of the economy

would also contain a component of non-I:esource cost"

In the

absence of specific determination of expenditure impacts on
specific goods and services, Mclntosh and Quaz:mby argue for
the use of the average rate of indirect taxation i.n the nontransport sectors to dez:'ive this further adjustment
The

basic formula is then modified by the term (- 6 T,,,
whe:c'e

/" t l,

/} T is the change in total tax paid on t:ranspoI}t
<P
is the non--transport indirect tax "z:'ate"
1l~ is the transport-specific tax "xate"

Whez:'e the costs perceived by the user differ fI'om the total
market costs, the taxation component should be based on the
difference between perceived costs and resource costs (which
may be negative).
The non-resource transfer related to
other costs occurs when they are paid/perceived and are

related to separate, non-trip-related benefits,
The value of

11

is the market cost:

resource cost ratio.

The value of ~ Jay be approximated by the ratio of indirect
tax revenue frlbm non-tz'ansport consumption (non-fuel excise
duties, sales taxes, import duties and taxes on gambling) to
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total final consumption
If we assume that there
consumption expenditure
of "n for Australia is

expenditure on non-transport items"
is no substitution between tJ::'ansport
and capital expenditure,
the value
around 0"067,,

This correction can be applied directly to the McIntosh and
Quarmby formula in the following form:
Benefit

<ql+q2) (b l -b 2 )/2 + <n2q2-nlq1l - ~T'''n/ <Pt

= <q1+q 2)(b 1 - b 2 )/2 + [q2b2-qlb1-(q2r2-q1r1l]

-

"n <q2 m2 - q1 m1 )

( 2]

whez::e ro l , rn a:I:'e the market costs of travel"
2
PROJECT IMPACTS ON TRAVEL BEHAVIOUR
Any transport project has an impact on the amount
tI:'ansport consumed.
Thez:'e a,t'e fOUl: types of impact:

of

a)

T,rip geneJ:'ation - additional trips made as a result of
the lower cost of tz:'avel:

bl

Modal substitution - change of mode, as a result of the
relative lowering of travel costs on one mode~

c)

Trip substitution
changes
in
ol:'igin-destination
patterns, as a I:'esult of the selective lowering of
travel cost on some parts of the network; and
Route substitution
changes in route for existing
trips, as a result of the selective lowering of t:I:'avel
costs on some pax'ts of the network"

Current evaluation methodology does not estimate trip
generation.. The trips most affected by urban projects are
peak-period trips, which are argued to be largely nondisc:r'etionaxy; hence, any trip generation would be small"
Similarly,
modal-substitution is
not, always
es,timated.
Interfacing of the DOT strategic transport models with MRD
traffic assignment models, which is currently being pursued
asi part of the Road Reserves Review in Perth, will assist
the estimation of such effects (RRR, 1988) .
Excluding t:r'ip-generation and modal-substitution, any change
in the amount of vehicle travel is the net impact of trip
~ubstitution and route substitution"
The question then is
()f whether the full McIntosh and Quarmby (1970) methodology
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is appI:opriate in this context or, since the number of t.rips
is constant, it resolves down to the measuring benefits by

the change in the resource cost of transport,
Should
gene.z:'ated tzavel, through trip substitution,
be treated
foz: economic evaluation, analogously to generated trips? I
Trip Substitution
The economic evaluation of generated tl:'ips is based on their
ranging f.t:'om trips which wexe only just not made at the
previous tz:avel cost (is the net benefit to the potential
traveller would have been slightly less than zero) to thOse
which would only just be made at the new travel cost (ie the
net benefit of the new trip to the traveller would be only
slightly greater than zero),
In the case of trip-substitution, an existing trip is not
made, with the consequent loss of gross benefits and saving
of all costs, and an alternative t:Z:'ip is made, with accrual
of benefits and the incurxing of costs.,
We can say nothing
about gross levels of benefits at: costs, since the new trip
may actually cost more than the existing (but less than it
previously would have) to obtain a higher gross benefit ,.
However, the net benefit of the alternative tz'ip must be
greater than that of the existing trip, by an amount which
lies within the range from slightly above zero to slightly
less
than
the
reduction
in perceived cost fOl:
the
alteznative tl:'ip"

It is WI:'ong simply to assess the change in resource costs as
the measure of benefit for substituted trips because tr:ips
are substituted to achieve an increase in net benefit to the
consumer.
This benefit must be based on the cost of tIips
as perceived by the consumer.
The resource cost measure would favour projects which
reduced the cost of existing trips relative to projects
which expanded the range of options available to tripmakers.
A project which simply shortened existing trips would show a
greater 'benefit' than an identical project which resulted
in some people substituting a more distant destination
because of the wider range of choice now available to them
at what they consider to be an acceptable cost" Whilst this
may be desirable for other I'easons (eg energy conservation),
the approp.r'iate t:'esponse is not to fudge the evaluation
methodology but to put an appropr'iate shadow price on the
resource in question (eg fuel)"

The confusion over methodology arises partly from the use of
a
presentation which shows tzips as an homogenous measure
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of quantity, when all trips are not equal and, therefoJ:'e,
cannot simply be added togethex..
The conventional diagram
represents a conceptual aggregation of demand functions I
rather than a unique, mathematical aggregation"

A majo,,:
theory ~s
volumes) f
trips, at

problem in relating traffic models to economic
that the former deal with vehicle travel (txaffic
whereas the latteI' is based on t.rips (and person
that),

The dichotomy between vehicles and persons is usually
resolved by the use of vehicle occupancy factors and related
adjustments to travel costs.
The dichotomy between travel
and tl:'ips is less readily .t:'esolved, since the user benefits
are intimately related to trips er, more correctly 1 the
activity the trip makes possible
Each origin-destination
(O-D) pair must be treated as a sepaz:'ate "commodity", with
its own supply and demand functions.
These functions
cannot be aggregated in the same way as individuals' demand
functions for a specific commodity
Consumer surplus
for each O-D pail: must be estimated and then those
summed"
models do not generally estimate t.rip costs"
Since
models work on the basis of incremental loading of
onto the netwoxk, it would be a major computing task
apply link costs, which axe only detexmined at the end of
assignment, to all trips.
'.~~;~~~~:~~:~d we do not have infoxma tion on the numbers or
I:
cost of substituted trips, we can use travel
to calculate the consumer-surplus benefits"
If
divide the cost axis by the length of trip (to give cost
kilometre) and multiply the trip axis by the same factor
give vehicle travel), the calculations involving the two
unaffected.
(All terms in the Mclntosh and Quaxmby
are products of quantity and a measure of cost, )

substitution simply I'epresents a
change in the
reSources required for, and the perceived cost of, a known
trips which produce a fixed level of benefits..
The
of route substitution, however', may be substantial,
adverse impacts on the validity of the method discussed
immediate
above.
However', tl:'avel and traffic models do
a means for estimating the travel distance impact of
substitution separately,
base-case, trip table combined with two traffic
«( a) to the base-case network, and (b) to the
Pl:'O ject'
network)
p:r'ovides,
by subtraction,
an
"OC.l.mal:e of the impact of route substitution on travel

g"~'L~Jun,ents
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distance and travel cost.
The difference between Cb) and
the assignment of the "with-project" trip table is due to
trip substitution.
EVALUATION IN PRACTICE

It is not uncommon for l:'oad projects to be evaluated On the
basis of there being no change in the level or composition
of demand resulting from them.
In the case of urban
projects, this is reflected in the use of a single trip
table (origin-destination> for both the base and project
cases"
For both urban and ru.:c'al projects, it is often
reflected in the use of a single growth rate for traffic .

Single T:x:ip Table
The use of a single trip table in the base and project cases
is inconsistent with observed behaviour, although
it is
often justified by reference to the ability of models to
replicate observed traffic volumes. Since the models do not
allow generation of additional trips or, in the case of a
single tx'ip table, substitution of trip destinations f it is
argued that there is no significant trip generation or trip
substitution.
There are two problems with this argument:
The models have a wide range
sCJ:'eenli.ne level, and more so
links, which is cri tieal for
projects.
2.

of
tOl:

erro.1:', even at
indi vidual road

evaluation

of

road

Traffic volume gives no info.rmation on trip origins and
destinations.
It is quite possible to calibx'ate a
traffic model
to give acceptable t:x:affic
volume
estimates using a t.rip table which contains errors"

However I if the same model is used to generate trip tables
with and without a new link in the road network, different
patterns of trips will emerge..
This means that the
difference in resource cost is not a r'eliable measuJ:'e of
project benefits.
The new trips will differ in length from
the original tJ:'ips, ancl may, the:refore, have a higher' cost
than existing trips, even with the new project.
Recent
application to a major urban road project has highlighted
the extent to which evaluation ez:'X'ors may a:z:'ise in practice.
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FIGURE 3

with Protect

Trip Table without Project

2 Trip Tables

RELATIVE VALUES OF RESOURCK COST SAVINGS
(DISCOUNTED 30 YEARS @ 7%)

pz:'oject was one option fo:r a rnajo.r inner urban bridge
road link,
Since the specification of the project has
been subject to many changes, results are presented in index
value terms rather than dolla:rs.
Even the lowest index
(in Figure 4) still :rep:resent use:r' benefits well in
excess of project costs.
Results in Figure 3 are solely to
illust:rate the instability of the resou:rce cost value"
The present value of user :I:'esoUI:ce cost savings, with
development of base case and project case trip tables I was
reduced virtually to zero"
In addition, the estimated level
of I:'eSOU.I:'ce cost savings was greater with the base case trip
table than with the p:ro ject case trip table.
Use of a
single tI:'ip table is unstable! even in its own terms"
Two Trip Tables

The models can produce sepa:rate t:rip tables for the base and
p:I:'oject cases, at a relativelysrnall cost in computing and
related effort" The full evaluation methodology can then be
applied, to derive more accur'ate measures of benefits"
In this case,
it was not possible to delve back into the
current evaluation model, which would be necessary to derive
all the values needed"
However, the model outputs were
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adequate for manipulation to produce robust conclusions"
Outputs from the model were the total user J:'esource costs
and the total vehicle kilometres of travel,
Approximate
traffic composition data were also available.
Manipulation
of the outputs was done using a spreadsheet ..
The benefits war's calculated on two bases:
L

Two trip tables (base
traffic assignments (one

2.

and
fOl:

project cases)
each case).

and

two

Two trip tables (base and project cases) and three
traffic assignments' (two fOl: the base case trip table,
one each to the base and p.r:'o ject networks; and one for
the pro j ect case),

45

4.
35

3.

•

2 Assignments

25

. . 3 Assignments· No Tax Correction

2.

til

3 Assignments .. with Tax Correction

15

I.
5

•

Full Percept

Part Percept

Full Percept No

Part Percept No

W/PRN Time

W/PRIV Time

PRN Time

PAIV Time

FIGURE 4

RELATIVE VALUES OF ECONOMIC BENEFITS WITH TWO TRIP
TABLES (SINGLE TRIP TABLE WITH PRIVATE TIME = 100
(SEE FIGURE 3)

The differ'ence between (1 land (2) provides a measure of the
value of carrying out a third assignment.
The estimated
level of benefits increased by around 15% (Figure 4), which
is almost as great as the effect of including a value for
private time and is greate!:, the.I:'efore, than the potential
improvement from further refinement of the value of time,
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Application of the tax correction altered that higher level
of benefits by an insignificant amount,

but that was due to

a change sign midway through the evaluation period.
investigation of this would be useful,

Further

Likewise, the differences from the values in Figure 3 are a

measure of the additional accuracy from developing the
second trip table (ie for the project case),
Estimated
benefits are as low as 35% of the levels estimated with the
resource cost/single trip table method"
Traffic Growth and Congestion
Growth in travel is often defined by interpolation between,
and extrapolation from, travel model outputs for two years.
There is a very l::'eal danger I in this procedure 1 of ignoI'ing
the impact of increasing traffic volumes (congestion) on

travel growth rates (ie the elasticity of demand),
This can manifest itself in two ways.
1.

With a single trip table (and, hence a single growth
rate), traffic on the network may be postulated to
increase to a higher level than would actually oceUI'"
Given the typical performance of roads with incI:'easing
t!:'affic,
the
base-case
network
is
pushed
to
a
relatively higher cost point than the project-case
network" Benefits from the project are corr'espondingly
over-estimated.

2,

With two trip tables (and, hence, different growth
rates for the base and project cases), t,he forecast
level of sez:vice in the project case can
deteriorate
below that of the base case, if the project case growth
rates are higher"
The benefits from the pz:'oject can,
in consequence, tuz:'n negative in later years of the
evaluation period"

In the case study r'eported in this paper:

*

Nominal
annual
benefits
(ie
before
discounting)
declined continuously and became negative in year 25"

*

The nominal annual resource cost saving
continuously and became negative in year 12"
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declined

XER

It is inconsistent with economic theory that a greater:
supply of travel opportunities (additional road capacity>
should lead to a higher cost of travel as a result of the
expansion of demand.
With a conventional demand curve
'~ce l'S'
greatefalquantities are consumed only if the p ....~~

lower"
This impact can be minimised by adopting a forecast year as
late as possible in the evaluation period.

CONCLUSION
Simplifying assumptions made in road pz:'oject evaluation can
induce significant erro:r:s, especially where projects will
have impacts on travel behaviour otheJ::' than th:r:ough route

choice"
Economic theo.z:y provides an unambiguous framework for
evaluation of such projects"
Existing travel and traffic
models can provide the necessary values for application of
that f:ramework.
It. is essential f however, to recognise that
the economic theory deals with trips and the traffic models
with travel distance and vehicle flows,

Application

of

the

economic

framework

to

traffic

model

estimates for a major urban bridge and road project has
shown that the level of benefits was around half that
estimated by the simple resource cost differential method
The size 0"£ this difference indicates that thez:'e is a
greater need than previously recognised for use of the full
economic evaluation methodology, even foz: pz:ojects which are
smaller than the one in this case study.,
At a second-oz:der level, both
costs and caI:'zying out a thiz:d
impact on the level of benefits
foz: private time, indicating
further refinement of the value

underpez:'ception of resou,ree
assignment had as great an
as the inclusion of a value
gz:'eater significance than
of private time"

TheI:e is also a need foz:' moz'e adequate treatment of
forecasting of traffic growth and user perception of costs
fo:[' urban road project evaluation, in the context of welfare
economics, which is the basis of benefit-cost analysis"

(a)Whilst it may well be that the additl.onal road capacl.ty induces
changes in the demand function (eg through changes in land use) 1 the
models being di..scussed do not encompass such effects"
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